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‘Buyback Letter’ Thrives in Volatile Market
By LAUREL BUSBY
Staff Reporter

T

wo years ago, when stocks were zooming to dizzying
heights, David Fried’s “buyback” plan confused investors who wanted to put their money in stocks that
would multiply 10 or 20 times in value.
Now that stocks have crashed to more sane prices, Fried, 45,
likes the market better.
“I had clients who thought I was crazy for not buying those
high flying stocks for them,” said Fried, who has lived in Sunset
Mesa since 1987. “1 think the market was nutty . . . I’m actually
more happy with this market.”
However, regardless of the market’s volatility over the last
few years, Fried has profitably navigated the ups and downs.
His expertise in the buyback philosophy, a stock purchasing
concept based on strictly buying shares in companies that are
repurchasing their own stock, has been profiled in numerous
publications, including Forbes, the New York Times, the Los
Angeles Times and Investors Business Daily. Since December
1995, Fried has also been capably advising readers of his
newsletter, The Buyback Letter, and has appeared as a featured
guest on CNBC’s Money Club, Squawk Box and other television shows.
So far, his strategy has been a success. Since 1997, the Hulbert
Financial Digest has been tracking and analyzing the advice in
The Buyback Letter and comparing it to 49 other stock advisory
newsletters, according to HFD’s Mark Hulbert. Fried’s advice
has consistently ranked highly—fifth overall when risk is not
considered, and first when the newsletters are adjusted to
account for the risks managers take.
During the high times from 1997 to 1999, The Buyback Letter
earned readers who followed his suggestions 21.6 to 42.3 percent
per year increases, but even in the economic slowdown, readers
have enjoyed profits: 8.6 percent increases in value last year
and 12.9 percent this year. Averaged over 4 1/2 years, Fried’s
advice generated a portfolio increase of 19.7 percent per year,
according to Hulbert.
“We find that sustained over time, the maximum increase is
going to be 20 or 25 percent,” Hulbert told the Palisadian-Post.
“The Buyback Letter is at the maximum of what is sustainable
and very few are able to sustain that much.”
Through Fried Asset Management, Fried, who opened an
investment management office in Pacific Palisades last year,
also manages millions of dollars for clients who don’t want to
play the market themselves. With both his management company
and newsletter, which has about 1,500 subscribers, Fried said he
applies a stock market philosophy based on finding undervalued
stocks from financially healthy companies that are repurchasing
their stock.
This “buyback” philosophy selects companies whose
managers believe strongly enough in their company’s health that
they are buying back their stock on the open market. Statistically,
these companies’ stocks tend to rise in value more than the stocks
of competing companies. Fried said.

O

ne of his four portfolios, which consists of five Dow Jones
stocks, has increased in value 176.7 percent since its
inception in March 1997, Fried said. During the same time
period, the Standard & Poor’s index increased 52.67 percent, and
the Dow Jones rose 51.2 percent, he said. Fried’s portfolio, the
Buyback Dogs, is currently composed of General Motors,
Hewlett-Packard, Eastman Kodak, Caterpillar and Boeing stocks,
but two or three times a year, Fried drops one stock and purchases
shares of another company based on his screening process.
In general, to find good stock buys, Fried tracks buyback
announcements and separates the genuine ones from false ones
that are sometimes issued by companies who are trying to create
buying interest in their stocks. He also looks at companies who
repurchase their stock when it is low and stop buying when the
price rises to a certain level as well as companies who have a
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long-term commitment to repurchasing their stock. He describes
the attributes of this plan in detail on his newsletter’s Web site:
www.buybackletter.com.
Fried says this disciplined approach to the stock market offers
a sharp contrast to the way the average person tends to buy and
sell stocks. “They’re undisciplined. They’re typically emotional.
They get unhappy when something goes down and sell it and
get happy when something goes up and buy it when they should
do just the opposite. They’re always buying high and selling low
because they’re ruled by their emotions.”
To avoid this pattern, Fried said investors “need to find good
managers who have a strategy that makes sense and stay with
it for the long term. Don’t pay any attention to the flavor of the
day as far as the economic news goes.”

R

ight now is a good time to invest, Fried added, because the
market is about 20 percent below its top. This does not
guarantee it will not go down more, but at least investors are
not buying at the top.
Fried, who grew up on Long Island and studied psychology at
Cornell University, gained his stock market knowledge by
investing profits from his L.A. garment center business, Sitting
Pretty, which he sold in 1994—the year he also married his wife,
Deborah. He then began operating The Buyback Letter from
home, but after his second child was born last year, he moved
his growing investment business into office space in the Village.
Fried finds he enjoys advising his clients not only about the
stock market, but also about their general finances. He also
finds it exciting to maneuver through the intricacies of the
stock market. “You never know what you’re going to get on
any given day, so that makes it interesting, said Fried, who has
two sons, Joshua, 4, and Gabriel, 1. “People get up every day all
over the world and rub their hands together and say the same
thing: “How can we make more money today?”

